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George, I want you to tell me all about the Single Tax." The
economist took twenty cents out of his pocket and handed the
money to the surprised young man. Tve told all about it in a
book; buy it—paper edition," he said, and walked away.4
One time a friend at the Reform Club took him to task for
allowing another member apparently to down him in an argu-
ment concerning his own economic doctrines. "Let him have
that pleasure/* said George, evidently remembering the Biblical
admonition to "suffer fools gladly," and crept away from the
discussion.5
But there was no false modesty about him. He held in later
life the same attitude he had taken when Progress and Poverty
was first published. He had said then, in answering the Sacra-
mento Record Unions criticism of the book, "If I shall seem to
show any of that absence of diffidence which you deem one of
the remarkable characteristics of my book, do not charge it to
any want of respect or lack of proper modesty, but to the fact
that when a man has so thought out and tested his opinions that
they have in his mind the highest certainty, it would be but
affectation for him to assume doubts that he does not feel."6
At one of the Sunday "at homes" a young professorT who
was teaching his youngest daughter, Anna, at the time, ex-
plained to the author that he had not yet had time to read
George's last book. "Do so, when you can," was the reply, "you
will find it worth while." Next morning Anna went to her
teacher apologetically. "You must think that my father is
awfully conceited," she said, "but he really isn't." The man
smiled. "I know what he meant," he said.
But it was not until later that the daughter understood her
father in terms of the Orient: "He who knows and knows that he
knows, is a wise man. Follow him!"
Nervous and high-strung, Henry George was a man of infinite
patience when it came to working out tedious problems, care-
fully explaining to a typist any difficulties in his own manuscript
and taking pains to help his children with their lessons or answer
their questions. But he was impatient when he called his chil-
dren to him. Then he wanted immediate response and strict
obedience. If they did not hear his first summons he would raise
the commanding tone in his voice. This seemed a strange con-
tradiction in one who was ever ready to give them his time.
This trace of impatience did not, however, make them fear

